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Sensient Imaging Technologies is a global business
serving high quality inkjet inks worldwide. With
development and production facilities in St. Louis,
USA and Morges, Switzerland complemented by
an Innovation Centre in Letchworth, UK, Sensient
is focused on delivering value to our customers by

®

providing innovative products that make a difference.
At Sensient we believe that quality is key and that
by creatively using our years of inkjet experience
to develop game changing products we keep our
customers at the forefront of their markets.
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ElvaJet Swift

Raising the bar for sublimation printing

ElvaJet® Swift

Ultimate performance in industrial sublimation
printing
ElvaJet® Swift inks change the game for sublimation printers by addressing all
user requirements for printing performance with no compromise on color or
application essentials.

Print & Application Performance
ElvaJet® Swift inks have excellent color performance
when transferred from a range of coated and
uncoated sublimation papers. Swift inks are designed
to allow easy and fast installation for rapid turnaround
with minimum fuss allowing production to start as soon
as the inks are loaded. Once printed, Swift inks are
tested on a range of polyester fabrics across multiple
applications to ensure peak performance in fastness
to match the quality in printing and color.
ElvaJet® Swift inks are designed for use in high
performance digital textile printing systems using
Epson DX series printheads. When used with a
recommended system, these inks deliver excellent
print quality, outstanding productivity and reliability.
Printing open time is optimized to reduce any impact
to production printing.
For more detailed product information and available
inks please go to:
www.sensientinkjet.com/elvajet_swift

Chemistry & Application
Excellence

Ideal for digital printing of fashion
apparel, sportswear fabrics and flag
& banner materials
ElvaJet® Swift changes the way we consider digital sublimation printing.
Based on customer requirements, Sensient’s team of experienced sublimation
experts have created a technology that pops with color, installs easily, reduces
consumption and allows for uncoated and lightweight transfer papers to be
used. This offers huge benefits for consumers looking to make the next step in
digital production.
ElvaJet® Swift can be used across multiple applications such as fashion, interior
textiles, sportswear and flag & banner with universally outstanding results.
Swift® inks are available for Epson DX printheads.

The technology used in ElvaJet® Swift enables
the ink to create a film at the surface of the paper
providing optimum release properties. This
advanced chemistry levels the field for paper choice
by allowing non coated options to perform like never
before and introducing the possibility to print onto
lighter weight sublimation papers without risk of
cockling, leading to a more economical solution.
Added to this high release, the color strength of
Swift inks translates to reduced ink consumption
further benefitting our customers.
Color consistency and ink performance are key
requirements when printing designs in any and
often multiple locations and this is acknowledged
in the extensive testing done to deliver you a real
solution. Sensient’s dedicated regulatory team can
work with you to define and deliver any standards
you require.

